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THE FIE

Today, the FIE has 150 member federations andits 
head office is in Lausanne (SUI), the Olympic Capital.
At the FIE Elective Congress held in Moscow (RUS) in 
December 2012, Mr Alisher Usmanov (RUS) was 
re-elected as President to lead the federation until 
2016.
He has been the FIE President since 2008. 
Mr Usmanov appointed Mr Frederic Pietruszka (FRA) 
as Secretary General and Mr Jacek Bierkowski (POL) 
as Secretary Treasurer. The major objectives of the 
FIE 2012-2016 are 
•	To	 actively	 promote	 the	 development	 of	 fencing	

throughout the world.
•	To	establish	fencing	as	a	global	sport	and	media	

product. 
The means to reach this aim is to continue 
giving financial and organisational assistance to 
confederations and national federations. The FIE 
conducts and finances administration courses, 
coaches training courses, athletes training camps and 
distributes equipment. In addition, the FIE continues to 
enhance the visual appeal of the sport and to make 
fencing more accessible to a broader audience.

FIE GOVERNANCE

The FIE is governed by the FIE Executive Committee 
which is composed of 21 members. 16 members 
including the President are elected by the FIE Electoral 
Congress which takes place every four years. The FIE 
statutes provide that they all have to be of different 
nationalities and that at least 20% of the members be 
women. The President of each of the five continental 
Confederations recognised by the FIE is also full 
member of the Executive Committee.

THE FIE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 2012-2016

President: Alisher Usmanov (RUS)
Secretary General: Frédéric Pietruszka (FRA)
Secretary Treasurer: Jacek Bierkowski (POL)
Vice-Presidents: Giorgio Scarso (ITA), Wei Wang 
(CHN), Ana Pascu (M.H.) (ROU)
Members: Donald Anthony (USA), Erika Aze (LAT),  
Tamer El Araby (EGY), Max W. F. Geuter (M.H.) 
(GER), Velichka Hristeva (BUL), Guk Hyeon Kim 
(KOR), Novak Perovic (RSA), Oleg Peskov (KAZ),  
Stanislav Pozdnyakov (RUS), Ferial Nadira Salhi 
(ALG), Yuki Ota (JPN).
Confederations Presidents: Mbagnick Ndiaye (SEN), 
David Munguia Payes (ESA), Celso L. Dayrit (M.H.) 
(PHI), Frantisek Janda (CZE), Helen Smith (M.H.) 
(AUS).

FIE HEAD OFFICE

Nathalie Rodriguez M.-H. - Chief Executive Officer
Alina Fedorova - Administration Director
Margarita Berdoz - Accounting Manager
Giulia Battaini - Assistant To The Director
Gabrielle Meylan - Assistant To The Director
ShinMi Lee - Assistant
Krisztian Kulcsar - Sport Director
Jie Ao - Deputy Sport Director
Elena Murdaca - Sport Administrative Manager and 
Secretary General PA
Asimina Tsellou - CMTV Acting Director 
Marina Shturbabina - IT Manager 
Maria Ntanou - Media Coordinator 

MEDIA CONTACTS

Asimina Tsellou - CMTV Acting Director
+44 77 183 943 69 - asimina.tsellou@fie.ch
Maria Ntanou - Media Coordinator:
+41 21 320 31 54 - maria.ntanou@fie.ch
Barna Heder - Head of FIE Television Production:
+36 30 942 36 03 - barna.heder@fie.ch
Marina Shturbabina - IT Manager:
+41 21 320 31 15 - marina.shturbabina@fie.ch

FIE PHOTOGRAPHER

Serge Timacheff: serge@fencingphotos.com

SOCIAL MEDIA

Internet: www.fie.org
www.facebook.com / fie.org
www.youtube.com / fievideo
Twitter: @fie_en



Dear friends,

I would like to welcome you to the FIE Cadet and Junior World Championships in 
Tashkent.

I am delighted that junior fencing is actively growing. The FIE’s activities to promote 
fencing around the world are demonstrating noticeable results. An increasing number 
of countries are bringing through fencers who are able to compete on the world stage 
and fight for medals.

These championships are especially important to me. The tournament is taking place 
in my home country of Uzbekistan. I started to fence and won my first titles right here 
in Tashkent.

Tashkent is hosting the main tournament for young fencers for the very first time. 
More than a thousand competitors from over one hundred countries will take part in 
individual and team events in foil, epee and sabre. This is not a coincidence. Thanks 
to extensive work led by Uzbekistan’s President, the country is now able to host top-
level sporting tournaments.

I am sure that with the support of the Government of Uzbekistan, the Uzbekistan 
Olympic Committee, the Ministry of Culture and Sport, and the Uzbekistan Fencing 
Federation, the championships will be held at the highest level.

I would like to thank the athletes, coaches, volunteers and organisers, without whom 
these championships in Tashkent would not be possible.

I wish all of the competitors the best of luck. May the best athlete win!

EDITORIAL

Alisher Usmanov, 
FIE President



THE REPUBLIC OF UZBEKISTAN

The Republic of Uzbekistan occupies a Central place in Central Asia, 
mainly located in the area between the Amu Darya and Syr Darya riv-
ers. The national territory is 448,9 thousand km2, Total border length 
- 6221 km. From the North between the rivers Amu Darya and Syr Dar-
ya extends the Kyzyl Kum desert, which occupies over 300,000 km2. 
Mountains and foothills is 1/5 the country. 

A visit to Uzbekistan is a unique opportunity to plunge into the ancient 
history of these places, this large segment of the Great silk Road, to see 
and to touch the treasures of material culture, magnificent monuments, 
which have reached us through the centuries as the inheritance of differ-
ent eras and dynasties and how many opportunities give nature lovers 
wondrous beauty of these places! The soft contours of the mountains, 
winding rivers, which carry their crystal water through the oases and de-
serts, bright green valleys. Only here under the hot Asian sun ripen and 
poured the juice is the most delicious fruit and vegetables. In addition 
to beautiful landscapes and great history, Uzbekistan is the 4th largest 
country in production of cotton in the world, 7th in gold production and 
has significant reserves of oil and natural gas, including uranium, 
silver, copper, zinc, coal and textile industry. 

The population of Uzbekistan is over 30 million people. 
The main part of the population is Uzbeks, 
which accounted for almost 80% of 
the total population. Uzbeki-
stan – a multinational Repub-
lic, where live representatives 
of more than 100 nations and 
nationalities.

THE CITY OF TASHKENT

Tashkent is the most populated city in Central Asia, a political, eco-
nomic, cultural and scientific center of the country. According to official 
data, the population of Tashkent is about 2, 3 million people. This mod-
ern city is located in the north-eastern part of the country, in the foothills 
of the western Tyan Shan, valley of Chirchik, at the height of 440-480 
meters above sea level. The history of modern Tashkent counts more 
than 2500 years.
In written sources, the name of the city was first reported in the begin-
ning of the 11th century. According to Abu Rayhan Beruni, the word 
was originated from Turkic “Tash”(“Stone”) and “Kent”(“City”). Thus, 
Tashkent means “Stone City”. 
Of course, speaking of Tashkent, it is impossible not to mention its mar-
kets. Aromas of eastern spices, ripe fruits and vegetables, and hot “lepe-
shkas-national bread” will create the feeling that you are in an Eastern 
tale. At the bazaar you can also find jewelry and painted children’s cra-
dles (“beshik”), gold embroidery, the national coffers decorated with 
ornaments made of metal, embroidered and quilted Suzane male cha-

pans, carpets from Khiva, Samarkand and Bukhara.
Cultural life in Tashkent is full of interesting events. There are 

many theaters, a conservatory, museum, exhibition and 
concert halls, stadiums and swimming pools, 

cafes, restaurants in the capital. 
Tashkent is called a solar cap-
ital, and this epithet is orig-
inated not only in relation to 
climatic conditions, but also 
because the city is famous for 

its hospitality, guests are grant-
ed a warm welcome in Uz-
bekistan.



THE VENUE

THE VENUE FOR PRELIMINARY 
COMPETITIONS
Gymnastics Sport complex:

•	Address: Yunus Abad district, Hoji - Ota 2A, Tashkent City, Uzbekistan.
•	Competition area: 5000 sq/m, width 50m x length100m
•	Total number of seats: 4500 seats
•	 Height: 30m

The “GSC” complex considered one of the biggest gymnastics halls 
in the world. It is located 8-10 minutes’ drive from the center of the 
Tashkent city.  Even though the complex is quite new several prestigious 
tournaments such as World cup series in Rhythmic Gymnastics 2011, 
2012, Asian Championships for Artistic Gymnastics 2014, World Cup 
FIG Rhythmic Gymnastics 2014 and Wrestling World Championships 
have been holding in it. 

THE VENUE FOR FINALS
Sahovat Sport Service:

•	Address: Yunus Abad district, Hoji - Ota 2A, Tashkent City, Uzbekistan.
•	Competition Area: 1800sq/m, length 60m x width 30m
•	 Total number of seats: 3200 seats 

The “SSS” complex is modern sports complex, which is located just 
besides “GSS” complex. In this sports complex several World and 
Asian championships of various kinds of sports had been taking place. 
Some of them are Wrestling and Judo World Cup series, Taekwondo 
and Boxing Asian Championships, Tashkent President Tennis cup 
championships and Kick Boxing World championships.



COMPETITION SCHEDULE

1st DAY ‐ April 1st

Individual Cadet Women’s Épée Pools – T32 – Semi Finals – Final

Individual Cadet Men’s Épée Pools – T32 – Semi Finals – Final

2nd DAY ‐ April 2nd

Individual Cadet Women’s Sabre Pools – T32 – Semi Finals – Final

Individual Cadet Men’s Foil Pools – T32 – Semi Finals – Final

3rd DAY ‐ April 3rd

Individual Cadet Women’s Foil Pools – T32 – Semi Finals – Final

Individual Cadet Men’s Sabre Pools – T32 – Semi Finals – Final

4th DAY ‐ April 4th

MIXED TEAM CADETS

5th DAY ‐ April 5th

Individual Junior Women’s Foil Pools – Preliminary Table –T64 
Semi Finals ‐ Final

Individual Junior Men’s Épée Pools – Preliminary Table –T64 
Semi Finals ‐ Final

6th DAY ‐ April 6th

Individual Junior Women’s Sabre Pools – Preliminary Table –T64 
Semi Finals ‐ Final

Individual Junior Men’s Foil Pools – Preliminary Table –T64 
Semi Finals ‐ Final

Team Junior Women’s Foil T32 – T16

Team Junior Men’s Épée T32 – T16

7th DAY – April 7th

Individual Junior Women’s Epée Pools – Preliminary Table –T64
Semi Finals ‐ Final

Individual Junior Men’s Sabre Pools – Preliminary Table –T64 
Semi Finals ‐ Final

Team Junior Women’s Sabre T32 – T16

Team Junior Men’s Foil T32 – T16

8th DAY – April 8th

Team Junior Women’s Foil T8 – Semi Finals ‐ Final

Team Junior Men’s Épée T8 – Semi Finals ‐ Final

Team Junior Women’s Sabre T8 – Semi Finals ‐ Final

Team Junior Women’s Epée T32 – T16

Team Junior Men’s Sabre T32 – T16

9th DAY – April 9th

Team Junior Men’s Foil T8 – Semi Finals ‐ Final

Team Junior Women’s Epée T8 – Semi Finals ‐ Final

Team Junior Men’s Sabre T8 – Semi Finals ‐ Final



THE RULES

INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
DURATION AND SCORING:
At foil and epee, all bouts in the individual events consist of three periods of 
three minutes, with one minute between periods, or the bout lasts until one 
fencer has scored 15 hits. If the third period is completed before either fencer 
has scored 15 hits, the fencer with the most hits is declared the winner. If the 
scores are tied after the third period, there is a further one minute of fencing 
time. One fencer is randomly given priority.
The winner is the first fencer who scores a valid hit; if no hits are scored, the 
winner is the fencer with priority.
In sabre, there is a one-minute break after one fencer has scored eight hits. After 
this break, the bout is resumed until one fencer has scored 15 hits.

TEAM EVENTS
DURATION AND SCORING:
In the team events, each match consists of nine bouts of three minutes each, to a 
maximum of 45 hits. Each bout lasts three minutes, or until one team’s score has 
reached the next multiple of five hits: a score of 5hits after the first bout, a score 
of 10 hits after the second bout, a score of 15 hits after the third bout, and so 
on. If in the ninth bout the time elapses before either team has scored 45 hits, 
the team with the most hits is declared winner.
If the score is tied after the ninth bout, there is a further one minute of fencing 
time. One team is randomly given priority. The winner is the first team who 
scores a valid hit; if no hits are scored, the winning is the team with priority.



SPECIAL RULES

FOR THE MIXED TEAM COMPETITIONS TO BE APPLIED  
AT THE 2015 CADET WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
FORMULA FOR MIXED TEAM COMPETITION
The ranking of the teams is calculated by adding together the positions obtained 
by the six team members in the individual events. In case a member of the 
team did not participate in the individual competition of the weapon the team 
member is fencing in the Mixed Team Competition, the team member will be 
awarded the place equivalent of the total number of
participants of that individual event + 1.
The competition is run by integral direct elimination. Match for the 3rd place will 
be fenced, but the qualification places for T5‐8 and T9‐16 will not be fenced.

VIDEO REFEREEING
Video refereeing will be used from T16. Each fencer has one possibility per 
match to challenge the referee’s decision. This possibility is retained if the 
decision of the referee is changed.

SELECTION PROCESS IN THE MIXED TEAM COMPETITION
The number of participating teams is subject to the inscriptions of the National 
Federations.
All national teams consist of 6 fencers (foil, epée and sabre, men and women).
The final composition of the teams is to be announced until 19.00 the day 
preceding the team competition.

ORDER OF RELAYS IN THE MIXED TEAM COMPETITION
In the course of the Mixed Team Competition male and female relays of the 
same weapon will follow each other. The order of the matches will be decided 
by a sequence of two draws, which takes place the day preceding the team 
competition in the presence of the Heads of Delegations of the concerned 
National Federations. The first draw decides the gender (boys/girls) of the first 
match of the first relay. The gender is then alternated between each match. The 
second lottery will decide whether foil or epée will be the weapon of the first 
male and female relays. The weapon of the second men and women relays is 
fixed for sabre.

INJURY IN THE MIXED TEAM COMPETITION
In case of withdrawal caused by injury to one of the team members occurring 
after 19.00 on the day before the competition, there is no possibility for the 
team to call a substitute. The team can continue the competition but the result of 
the fight in the team match, in which the withdrawn fencer should have fenced, 
will be that the withdrawn fencer scored zero hits and his or her opponent the 
maximum number of hits possible.
If the withdrawn fencer was supposed to fence the last relay of the team match 
and is not replaced by a substitute, the team must withdraw from the competition.

COACHES IN THE MIXED TEAM COMPETITION
For each team the Head of Delegations should select one coach. The coach 
is allowed to remain with his/her team within the team box. The name of the 
coach for each team must be announced to the Directoire Technique at the latest 
at 19.00 the day preceding the competition.



THE THREE WEAPONS

FOIL
The foil has a total length of 110cm and its bladeis 
90cm long. 
The total weight of the weaponmust be less than 
500g.
The foil is a thrusting weapon only. Fencers canonly 
score a hit by striking the point of their weaponon 
the defined target area of their opponent which is 
limited to the torso only. Non-valid hits also stop 
the bout, but are not counted. Foil is governed by 
the rules of right of way. The fencer who starts an 
attack has the right of way.In order to avoid being 
hit, the opposing foil fencer usually attempts to 
parry the attack and, if this is successful, riposte. To 
avoid being parried, the attacker may use several 
tactics, such as disengages or coupes, which are 
different ways to avoid the opponents’ blade.

EPEE
The epee has a total length of 110cm and its blade 
is 90cm long. 
The total weight of the weapon must be less than 
770g. As foil, the epee is a thrusting weapon only 
and the epee attack is with the point of the weapon 
only.
At epee, the target area is the entire body, head to 
toe, including any clothing and equipment. Unlike 
in sabre and foil, in epee there are no right of way 
rules regarding attacks. Any hit which arrives is 
counted. Touches are awarded solely on the basis 
of which fencer makes a touch first, according to 
an electrical recording apparatus.
Also, double-touches are allowed in epee, although 
the touches must occur within 40 milliseconds 
(1/25 of a second) of each other.

SABRE
The sabre has a total length of 105cm and its 
blade is 88cm long.
The total weight of the weapon must be less than 
500g. The sabre’s basic difference from the two 
other weapons is that a hit can be made with 
the cutting edge and not only with the point. The 
target area consists of everything above the waist, 
including the head and both arms.
As foil, sabre is gwoverned by the rules of right of 
way. The fencer who starts an attack has the right 
of way.
In order to avoid being hit, the opposing sabre 
fencer usually attempts to parry the attack and, if 
this is successful, riposte. To avoid being parried, 
the attacker may use several tactics, such as 
disengages or coupes, which are different ways to 
avoid the opponents’ blade



COMPETITION FORMULA

INDIVIDUALS
Qualification: The 16 fencers participating in the 
competition who are ranked highest in the current 
FIE ranking are exempt from the preliminary phase 
and enter directly the main 64 direct elimination 
table (DE). The competition starts with a qualifying 
pool (round-robin) of six or seven fencers. The re-
sults from the pools are used to establish the seeds 
for the next part of the competition.
A pool bout ends when one of the fencers has 
scored five hits or when three minutes of effective 
fencing time have passed. Then fencer with the 
higher score is declared winner. If the score is tied 
after three minutes, there is given one minute extra 
time. One fencer will be randomly given priority. 
The winner will be the first fencer to score a valid 
hit. If no hits are scored, the winner is the fencer 
with priority.
After the pool stage, the 16 best seeded fencers en-
ter directly into the main 64 DE. The rest is seeded 
into preliminary DE from which another 32 fencers 
qualify for the main 64 DE.

DIRECT ELIMINATION
At foil and epee, all bouts in the individual events 
consist of three periods of three minutes, with a 
one-minute break between periods, or until one 
fencer has scored 15 hits. If the third period is com-
pleted before either fencer has scored 15 hits, the 
fencer with the most hits is declared the winner. At 
sabre, if one fencer has scored eight hits, there is a 
one minute break.
Medals: There is no match for the bronze medal. 
The two fencers who lose the semi-final matches 
are placed equally third and are both awarded 
with the bronze medal.

TEAMS
In team events, all teams are directly seeded into 
the direct elimination table according to the team 
world ranking position.
Each match consists of nine bouts to a maximum of 
45 hits. Each bout lasts three minutes, or until one 
team’s score has reached the next multiple of five 
hits: a score of five hits after the first bout, a score 
of 10 hits after the second bout, a score of 15 hits 
after the third bout, and so on. If the ninth bout is 
completed before either team has scored 45 hits, 
the team with the most hits is declared the winner. 
If the scores are tied after the ninth bout, there is 
a further one minute of fencing time. One fencer 
ise randomly given priority. The winner is the first 
fencer to score a valid hit; if no hits are scored, the 
winner is the fencer with priority.
Medals: There is a match for the bronze medal.



FENCERS MAY ASK FOR A 
REVIEW OF A DECISION BY 
VIDEO-REFEREEING.

APPEALS:

•	In individual events each fencer has two possible appeals in direct elimination 
bouts and one in a pool bout.

•	Should the referee agree with fencer who appealed for video-refereeing, the 
fencer retains his right of appeal.

•	In team events, the fencers have the right to a single appeal for video-
refereeing per relay and are entitled to retain this right should the referee 
agree with this appeal.

•	In case of an appeal for video-refereeing, the referee walks over to
•	the video-consultant. They watch the video together and after consultation 

with the consultant delegate, the referee gives his final decision. No other 
review of the same action can be requested.

•	If the fencer’s scores are equal at the end of the match, for the decisive hit, the 
referee must use the video refereeing.

•	The video-consultant may at any time request that the referee review his 
decision.

REFEREEING



JUNIOR’S WORLD RANKINGS 2015
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FREILICH Yuval Shalom (ISR)

24.01.95

1  
MARZANI Roberta (ITA)

08.07.96

2  
BANYAI Zsombor (HUN)

09.12.96

2  
KUZMENKOVA Victoria (RUS)

18.10.95

3  
PEREIRA Yulen (ESP)

12.07.95

3  
FOITTA Nicol (ITA)

10.06.95
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P
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MEDALISTS 
PLOVDIV 2014

MEN’S 
EPEE

MEDALISTS 
PLOVDIV 2014

WOMEN’S 
EPEE

1   YAMARA Masaru (JPN) 

2   JUNG Byeungchan (KOR) 

3  BERTA Daniel (HUN)

3  YOO Justin (USA)

1   LEHIS Katrina (EST)

2   BOHUS Reka (HUN)

3  MARZANI Roberta (ITA)

3  TAL Nickol (ISR)

4   MAHRINGER Josef (AUT)

5   SYCH Yan (UKR)

6  BRUEV Georgiy (RUS)

7  YOO Justin (USA)

8  VISMARA Federico (ITA)

4   KUN Anna (HUN)

5   RUTZ Barbara (POL)

6  BOHUS Reka (HUN)

7  SIRICO Amanda (USA)

8  ZAMACHOWSKA Alexandra (POL) 



JUNIOR’S WORLD RANKINGS 2015
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SAITO Toshiya (JPN)

29.05.97

1  
CALUGAREANU Malina (ROU)

15.09.96 

2  
INGARGIOLA Francesco (ITA)

18.07.96

2  
POGREBNIAK Oksana (ROU)

14.06.95 

3  
ROSATELLI Damiano (ITA)

04.11.95

3  
BIANCHIN Elisabetta (ITA)

10.02.97 

M
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MEDALISTS 
PLOVDIV 2014

MEN’S 
FOIL

MEDALISTS 
PLOVDIV 2014

WOMEN’S 
FOIL

4   DOSA Daniel (HUN)

5   SIDO Alexandre (FRA)

6  ROGER Enguerand (FRA)

7  CIUTI Tommaso (ITA)

8  BRANMAN Matthew (USA)

4   BLOW Iman (USA) 

5   SZYMCZAK Anna (POL) 

6  YANAOKA Haruka (JPN) 

7  SAMSONOVA Kristina (RUS)

8  HARVEY Eleanor (CAN)

1   CHEN Haiwei (CHN)

2   CHOUPENITCH Alexander (CZE)

3  MASSIALAS Alexander (USA)

3  SAITO Toshiya (JPN)

1   KIEFER Lee (USA)

2   HARVEY Eleanor (CAN)

3  TRIPAPINA Svetlana (RUS)

3  MIYAWAKI Karin (JPN)



JUNIOR’S WORLD RANKINGS 2015
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DANILENKO Dmitriy (RUS) 

29.05.95

1  
PALMEDO Sage (USA)

21.05.96 

2  
BONSANTO Francesco (ITA) 

30.05.95 

2  
MARTON Anna (HUN) 

15.03.95 

3  
SAMER Mohab (EGY)

06.06.95

3  
TOLEDO Julieta (MEX)

24.05.97 
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MEDALISTS 
PLOVDIV 2014

MEN’S 
SABRE

MEDALISTS 
PLOVDIV 2014

WOMEN’S 
SABRE

4   
COLLEAU Charles (FRA) 
06.03.96

5   VORONOV Kostiantyn (UKR) 

6  CASTELLO Eugenio (ITA)

7  LUCCHETTI Stefano Ivan (ARG)

8  NATANZON Benjamin (USA)

4   BASHTA Anna (RUS)

5   CIARAGLIA Sofia (ITA)

6  PASSARO Eloisa (ITA)

7  VOROBYEVA Ekaterina (RUS)

8  RUSSO Francesca (USA) 

1   CURATOLI Luca (ITA)

2   DANILENKO Dmitriy (RUS)

3  TRUSHAKOV Alexander (RUS)

3  SEITZ Tom (FRA)

1   MARTON Anna (HUN)

2   PALMEDO Sage (USA)

3  STONE Gracie (USA)

3  LASZLO Luca (HUN)



OFFICIALS

NAME NATION FUNCTION 

Tsoukhlo Evgeny RUS Chairman of the Directoire Technique

Estampador Maria-Leonor PHI Member of the Directoire Technique

Feriani Ziad TUN Member of the Directoire Technique

Lammer Dieter GER Member of the Directoire Technique

Tass Attilio USA Member of the Directoire Technique

Thullberg Pierre SWE Member of the Directoire Technique

Shturbabina Marina UKR Member of the Directoire Technique

Kamalov Saidakhmed UZB Member of the Directoire Technique

Philbin Hilary GBR Head of Protocol

Janka Claus GER Head of the Refereeing Committee

Mamedov Ilgar RUS Delegate of the Refereeing Committee

Siesto Marco ITA Delegate of the Refereeing Committee

Ferjani Salah TUN Delegate of the Refereeing Committee

Alvarez Gil de Tejada Jose Luis ESP Delegate of the Refereeing Committee

Kim Chang Gon KOR Delegate of the Refereeing Committee

Assadourian Sarkis IRI Delegate of the SEMI Commission

Ben Rejeb Tarek TUN Delegate of the SEMI Commission

De Chaine Daniel USA Delegate of the SEMI Commission

Wolfgarten Wilfried GER Delegate of the Medical Commission

Mustafa Mourad Maha EGY Delegate of the Medical Commission

Rodriguez-Rey Ezequiel PAN Delegate of the Medical Commission



REFEREES

NAME NATION

Martilotti Luigi ITA

Shamis Vladislav RUS

Milenchev Vasil BUL

Valiyev Fikrat AZE

Douvis Andreas GRE

Dumitrescu Rares ROU

Gugluer Ilgin TUR

Vallejo Guillermo ESP

Kosa Miklos HUN

Lorenzo Javier ESP

Zhuravleva Natalia RUS

Denzer Benjamin GER

Witkowski Andrzej POL

Madr Vilem CZE

Guenet Jean-Marc FRA

Machado Miguel POR

Yamaguchi Katsumi JPN

Cojocari Olga MDA

Civiero Ambre SUI

Dyaokokin Yevgeniy KAZ

Fakhri Peyman IRI

Alshamali Rashed KUW

Falah Alaa A. IRQ

Wong Kam Kau HKG

NAME NATION

Ko Jong Hwan KOR

Lu Jianming CHN
Phimkaeo Nuanchan THA

Pham Anh Tuan VIE

Fuenzalida Richard PHI

Mola Fuentes Walfrido V. CUB

Cantin Pascal CAN

Becker William USA

Aular Aleska VEN

Johnson Kelly Koehler USA

Trois de Avila Regis BRA

Rodrigues Ana Clara Franke BRA

Rios Rivera Juan Carlos MEX

El Naggar Bassel EGY

Turiace Sergio ARG

Toure Papa Khassoum SEN

Khasanova Aida UZB

Hejrskov Mads-Vetli DEN

Sakhvadze David GEO

Haynes Matthew John GBR

Bernaoui Raouf  Salim ALG

Kralik David SVK

Gross Gregory ISR



MEDIA CONTACTS
Asimina Tsellou - CMTV Acting Director
+44 77 183 943 69 - asimina.tsellou@fie.ch

Maria Ntanou - Media Coordinator:
+41 21 320 31 54 - maria.ntanou@fie.ch

Barna Heder - Head of Fie Television Production:
+36 30 942 36 03 - barna.heder@fie.ch

Marina Shturbabina - IT Manager:
+41 21 320 31 15 - marina.shturbabina@fie.ch

FIE PHOTOGRAPHER
Serge Timacheff: serge@fencingphotos.com

FIE HEADQUARTER OFFICES
Maison du Sport International 
Avenue de Rhodanie 54 
CH-1007 Lausanne
Tel: +41 (0)21 320 31 15
Fax: +41 (0)21 320 31 16
Mail: info@fie.ch
Website: www.fie.org

CONTACTS

   

www.youtube.com/fievideo
www.facebook.com/fie.org
https://twitter.com/fie_en
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